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The cross over between past and present B20 Infrastructure Taskforces and the GI Hub is 

significant. A number of the previous B20 Infrastructure Taskforce recommendations form 

part of the GI Hub mandate and good progress has been made with these areas.
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 The Global Infrastructure Hub was announced at the Brisbane G20 Summit in November 

2014. The Hub has a mandate from the G20 until 2018 and reports regularly to the G20 at the 

Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors meetings on its progress. 

 The Hub has been set up with a $50m budget for the first four years of operation. The funding 

has been provided by a mixture of G20 and non-G20 countries including Australia, United 

Kingdom, Saudi Arabia, Republic of Korea, New Zealand, Singapore, Mexico.

 The Hub have signed Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs) with the OECD, World Bank 

Group and Inter-American Development Bank. The MoUs reflect shared intentions to explore 

opportunities for cooperation and collaboration, and increase the effectiveness and efficiency 

of work programs through knowledge sharing, consultation and advice.

 The Hub has an independent Board which meets regularly to review the Hub’s progress 

against the mandate. The Board consists of the G20 Troika members (the past, present and 

future presidents of the G20; currently Turkey, China and Germany), permanent members 

(United Kingdom and Republic of Korea) and two independent directors. The Board is chaired 

by Australian Treasury Secretary, John Fraser.
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The G20 mandate covers five different areas: 

• To develop a knowledge sharing network (the ‘Knowledge Network’) 

• To address key data gaps that are important to the private sector

• To promote and prioritise G20 Leading Practices

• To build the capacity of the public sector to undertake procurements

• To ensure that there is a comprehensive, open source project pipeline database

The GI Hub sits between the public and private sectors, understanding the roles each 

needs to play in creating a successful infrastructure market.
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 The Global Infrastructure Hub is now a 20 person team based in Sydney containing 

significant infrastructure experience and expertise.

 GI Hub staff are leaders in their fields, applying a unique mix of industry, finance, legal, MDB 

and public sector expertise to addressing the ‘infrastructure gap’. Collectively, the team has 

represented the public and the private sector in designing projects, structuring and investing 

in private finance and setting policy at the highest levels of government.

 The team have presented at key industry conferences including WEF Annual Meeting Davos 

2016, World Infrastructure Summit 2015, Asia Pacific Energy & Infrastructure Finance Forum 

2016 and the APEC Finance & Central Bank Deputies meeting.
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The Hub must exert influence at a number of different levels:

The G20

- Explain the powerful effects government leadership can have over infrastructure provision

- Point out the value destruction caused by poorly selected/executed projects

Individual countries

- Help them understand how best to organise and lead infrastructure programs

- Offer insight into areas of policy weakness, and address through workshops

- Understand what will encourage foreign direct investment (FDI) into their 

infrastructure program

- Offer tools covering areas of import incl. risk, planning, project selection

- For a small number of countries, provide direct, targeted support

MDBs

- Work with them to recognise and collect best practice and make it accessible in a practical 

way

- Create new products designed to crowd in FDI

- Improve performance to make them more attractive partners to the private sector
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The Hub must exert influence at a number of different levels:

The private sector

- Understand where the private sector want to invest

- Involve private sector talent in workshops to help the officials understand what is attractive

- Create a global pipeline

- Provide early information allowing countries to select new countries/regions to work in

- Reduce the levels of misunderstanding and distrust between public and private sector where 

they exist

The B20

- The B20 are a major part of the GI Hub heritage and are important to us

- The Hub will ensure that details about our operations/activities are communicated

What else can we do that will assist?

The B20

The 
Private 
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• A Strategic Advisory Council (SAC) made up of senior private sector infrastructure experts. The 

SAC will meet twice a year and advise the GI Hub board. 

• Through meetings and conferences such as the senior infrastructure leaders roundtable 

discussion in Sydney on January 15, 2016. 

• Survey the private sector on specific issues relevant to the industry (i.e. the EDHEC Survey on 

financial performance of the infrastructure industry)

• The Hub will develop a knowledge platform to allow the private sector 

to engage in peer-to-peer sharing of information and learning.

• The Hub will consultation with the private sector on specific projects 

(i.e. direction from the private sector on the project pipeline features 

and fields.) 
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The GI Hub has core work projects to deliver on our mandate. Future products will include:

• Best practice PPP risk allocation matrices – a best practice tool to consider PPP project risk 

allocation, for practitioners globally

• Capability framework – an online interactive tool that measures a country’s infrastructure 

capability and helps target reforms and track progress

• Infrastructure needs – an up to date assessment of infrastructure needs for various sectors 

and geographies

• Global project pipeline – a detailed global database of infrastructure projects, on which the 

public sector can list their projects.

Achieving these future products will be critical to ensure the successful achievement of 

the G20 mandate goals.
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• How best to get meaningful private sector engagement on content, ideas to move forward 

the infrastructure marketplace

• Need to put strong, representative private sector views to G20 and multiple individual 

governments on the policy changes required to improve the supply of quality bankable 

projects.

• Identification on key data gaps that inhibit infrastructure investment

• Guidance on countries and sectors to initially focus on for the consolidated project database

• Bringing together public and private sector individuals in a forum to exchange ideas.

The GI Hub focus is working exhaustively to bring public and private continually 

together to engage on targeted, constructive solutions to achieve concrete outcomes.

The GI Hub will require ongoing active support of B20 sponsors as champions to ensure 

change is achieved. 


